
desires and the accumulation of possession
his standard and aim...To arrive, to succeed,
to produce, to accumulate, to possess is his
existence. The accumulation of wealth and
more wealth, the adding of possessions to
possessions, opulence, show, pleasure, a
cumbrous inaxtistic luxury, a plethora of con
veniences, life devoid of beauty and nobil
ity, religion vulgarised or colclly formalised,
politics and government turned into a trade
and profession, enjoyment itself made a busi
ness, this is commercialism...His idea of
civilisation is comfort, his idea of morals
social respectability, his idea of politics the
encouragement of industry, the openin'g of
markets, exploitation and trade following the.
flag... '""

ike everybody else in the world, every
Aurovilian needs food, shelter and
basic amenities in order to hve. But

contrary to many other parts of the world, the
ideal in Auroville.is not just to work for a liv
ing. For in Auroville, "work would not be a
way to earn one's living but a way to express
oneself and to develop one's capacities and
possibilities while being of service to the com
munity as a whole, which,for its own part,
would provide for each individuals subsistence
and sphere of action.""'

As of today, the community of Auroville
provides for the basic subsistence of about 270
Aurovilians and their families through its
Auroville Maintenance Fund. The needs of the
other Aurovilians are covered either by them
selves, or by the commercial units for whom
they work.

The Auroville Maintenance Fund is man

ices axe provided freely to aII Aurovilians. Last
but not least, there is the magnificent living
environment. for Auroville is partly sur
rounded by beautiful forests.

There is a tendency to think of maintenance
only in terms of cash allounent and to forget
all that is freely accessible, says the Mainte
nance Group, and people do not sufficiently
appreciate that Auroville has already gone a
long way towards realising other aspects ex
pressed in Mother's Dream: "Beauty in all
its artisticforms, painting, sculpture, music,
literature, would be equally accessible to all;
the ability to share in the j oy it brings would
be limited only by the capacities of each one
and not by social and j7nancial positions. "

According to the Maintenance Group,
Auxoville is covering the basic. needs from the
material point of view. Nobody need starve or
want for clothing, shelter or education or op

Trying to keep pace with a changing mentality

THE AUROVILLE
TENANCE SYSTEM

(i) The Mother, Questions and Answers 1950
1951, CWTM vol 4, pp. 375-383
(2) Auroville News, September 26th, 1S98
(3) Asura: hosfile force of the mental plane
(4) m-pp©collaboration.org
and money@collaboration.org
(5) Economy group: Auroville working group that
monitors Auroville's internal economy, in particu
lar the Central Fund.
(6) Aurov!Ile News, October 10th, 1998
(7) Financial Service: Aurov! Ile's internal financial
system, which primar!iy deals with maintenances
of individual Avrovilians.
(S) Central Fund: Fund maintained by the Eco
nomy group. !ts income from various sources such
as contributians from commercial units, indMdu
als, guests, projects and others, is used to cover
approximately 40 community budgets. Monthly
accounts are published in the Aurov!ge News.
(9) Mother's Agenda volume 10, 27 August 1969,
p 31i
(10) More Answers from The Mother, CWTM Vol.
17 pp. 325-326
(11) More Ansvtars from The Mother, CWTM VoL
17 pp. 396
(12) Mother's Agenda, October 4th, 1958, Vol.!.,
p. 206
(13) Mother's Agenda, October 4th, 1958, Vol. I.,
p 204-205
(14) Mother's Agenda, July 6th 3968, Vol. L p.

(15) St! Aurob!ndo, The Human Cycle p. 72-73.

Dual ci tiaenship
an ideal solution?

"As we approach the Gnosticscheme of
things, we are bound, indeed will be com
pelled to find means to alter the, present glo
bal financial schemata in radical ways"
writes Devan. '*But we can't reach there in
one bound! Auroville hasn' t, af'ter
so many years of existence, because
they too have had to survive right in
the midst of contending barbarisms "
Devan touches on a true point. For
many Aurovilians still don't feel se
cure on many levels. Says Mukul,
an Indian Newcomer to Auroville
who lived abroad for a long time:
"You cannot expect Aurovilians of
foreign origin to b~ a I I their re
serves to Auroville if there is no
guarantee tlntt they can stay in In
dia. But the, Indian Government is
studying the possibilities of allow
ing dual citizenship to non-resident
Indians, and this might be an ideal
solution for Auroville as well." But
internally too, Auroville needs to
develop a publicly accessible, very
clearly articulated statemexit of its re
lationship with money, including
among other things, how the com
munity will provide for the well-be
ing of its citizens, and what the re
sponsibilities of its citizens are.

Carel

he Auroville Maintenance Group,
strugghng as it does with an unpopu
lar job, defines maintenance however

as being much more than the allotment in cash.
There are numerous services that are freely
available to children and adult Aurovilians,
such as education, dance and music classes,
body awareness classes, sports, theatre classes,
semi-subsidised health care and so on.
Aurovilians also avail freely of an infrastruc
ture that is extraordinaxy for a viaage of a mere
1500 inhabitants. There is the big auditorium
at Bharat Nivas, where world class dance,
m usic and theatre performances are given free
of charge; there are video rooms, there are fry
film performances; there is a beautiM heal
ing centre at Quiet where aII types of healing
are. given f'ree of charge; there are dance and
hatha yoga rooms at the Fitangabuilding; there
sis a world class electronic telephone exchange;
there is a Solar Kitchen; and many more sexv

The traditiona/ nexus: money anti power...

aged by the Economy Group. The maintenance
allocation is done by a sub-group, the Auro
ville Maintenance Group. This group has, for
the last four months, also been working on
evaluating the maintenance system and study
ing how maintenances can be increased, as the
outcome of a recent questionnaire showed that
about 85% of 'those who depend on the Main
tenance Fund — most of whom work in the

Auroville service units - consider that they can
not make ends meet. Does this mean that the
system needs to change? Or does this dissatis
faction point to other imbalances within the
community?

portunities to put their energy into Auroville.
And evexybody knows that if they have a true
need, they will be listened to. Shll, the result
of the questionnaire speaks for itself. Why do
85% of the 270 people who receive on aver
age Rs 2,500/month feel that it is insufficient" ?
A simple reason is that the cost of living has
increased due to inflation, and maintenances
have not been adjusted accordingly. But a
deeper reason may be the perception that other
Aurovilians who are not depending on the
community for their living often enjoy far more
comfortable hfestyles. At least part of the
change of mentality can be attributed to this
factor. Five years ago, only those who would
really need support from the community would
ask for it. Nowadays, with the increase in gen
eral prosperity, people see that there is money
around and wonder why they shouldn't have
a better share; so everyone seems to be asking

- for maintenance which is looked upon increas
ingly as a salary. But for the time being, only
the maintenance for those who really need it
can be provided.

nother reason for this change of men
tality appears to be the fact that many
Aurovilians are now. in their mid for

nes and fifties, and issues of security are com
ing up. There is a growing tendency to feel
that an Aurovilian should be maintained at a
level considered proper by that individual, in
view of the amount of years that person has
served the community and what he or she has
contributed to the community in terms of en
ergy and sometimes money. This too is a new

development. But some members of the Main
tenance Group attribute the change of mental
ity to a far more fundamental problem: they feel
that many Aurovilians do not have, or do not
have sufficiently, an inner dedication to the aims
of Auroville, and that they turn instead towards
security and the satisfaction of desires.

'People sometimes forget what they are
here for," is another observation which is fre
quently heard. One doesn't come to Auroville
to "make money." One cannot compare what
is available in Auroville in terms of cash 8
lowance to what one could earn outside. This
question particularly comes up when address
ing the needs of the Auroville youth. The
Maintenance Group observes that Auroville
has, generally speaking, failed to motivate the
youth, who often feel that the cash allowance
is insufficient to cover their needs, to give their
energy to Auroviile. The Maintenance Group
considers that those youth who feel unsatis
fied in Auroville should be helped to go out
and experience the larger world.

The lack of "sufficient" maintenance is
sometimes a reason for people working in
services to shift to commercial units. Is it also
a reason why people do not contribute in work
to the community'7 The Auroviile Mainte
nance Group replies to this question with a
categoric no! They point out that there axe very
few people in the Maintenance Fund whose
contribution to the community can be ques
tioned, and that this observation is often mis
used to justify not contributing to the needs
of the Maintenance Fond. It follows then, that
thos'e who do not contribute to the commu
nity in work are to be found amongst those
who have an income of their own.

s the money available to cover the neces
sary increases? And how are those, in
reases to be made? The questionnaire

showed that a large majority is in favour of
more payments "in kind," This imphes that
instead of a full cash allowance, an allowance
of cash and basic goods - such as, for example,
meats at Solar Kitchen and clothing at Nandini
— would be made available to an individuaL The
Maintenance Group is at present studying how
to effectuate such a change, but points out that
at a first glance the money needed to cover the
increases in cash and kind isn't there. t" Though
it has become easier to meet basic needs as there
has been an increase of income over the last five
years, the proportion of what is needed and what
is available has remained the same. But if the
increase is beyond what is available at present,
does this imply it cannot be made available by
individual Aurovilians and other Auroville ac
tivities, pmjects and units? A note from the
Economy Gmup in the Auroville news of Sep
tember 26th gives an insight; "For rather a long
period during Auroville's economic history,
Aurovilisns with personal financial resources
were expected to (and did in fact) contribute at
least 10% of their income to AuroviHe as M
specified.' Recently, this form of contribution
has almost disappeared, even though it seems
that the proportion of Aurovilians with personal
resources has increased rather than decreased..."

The maintenance mentality that has been
in practice for many years is gradually chang
ing, It seemes that a community-wide discus
sion would be useful to see if there is any con
sensus upon'what the maintenance system
should be maintaining. Carel

(Based on information provided by some in
dividual members of the Maintenance Group.}
(1) The Mother: A Dream {August t954)
(2) Starting November the economy group has
increased the ma!ntenances and appealed to
Aurov! liana to help financially.
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